1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), United States (US) spends world\'s highest percentage of gross domestic budget for health related issues on their citizens [@bib0285]. Healthy citizens contribute to nation\'s development in large extent. Every government has dedicated big amount of budgets for Information Technology (IT) based healthcare support services. IT can provide efficient methods to store and convey information related to the health of every citizen. So, sincere efforts are required to provide ubiquitous healthcare support services using IT infrastructure. Major challenge in any nationwide healthcare support services is the requirement of huge amounts of storage and fast computational power along with its day-to-day maintenance issues. However, with the involvement of distributed technologies such as cloud computing, it is very easy to deploy and use IT systems with varying computational demands. Cloud computing is a highly cost effective IT paradigm which provides on-demand IT resources on a pay-as-use pricing model. Successful adoption of cloud computing by the reputed organizations has inspired researchers to provide healthcare support services over the cloud computing infrastructure [@bib0290]. Leveraging cloud computing for healthcare support services facilitates many additional benefits such as ease in swapping records between hospitals and local clinics as well as in effective management of centralized medical records. It not only relives user from storage and processing infrastructure capital investment, but also prevents maintenance and licensing issues [@bib0295]. Accessibility, scalability, availability, storage capability, cost effectiveness and agility are some of the major benefits that can encourage any nation\'s healthcare departments or private hospitals to shift towards e-health clouds.

The most crucial part of any healthcare support service is the continuous monitoring of an outbreak for any deadly disease. H1N1 is an infectious virus which on spreading affects a large volume of the population. This infectious disease had affected global population in the past due to which approximately 5% of the total world\'s population had died and hence it had proved to be the deadliest outbreak ever. Alone in the 20th century, the H1N1 virus outbreak has occurred thrice which had affected 500 million people all over the world [@bib0285]. WHO states non-existence of primary H1N1 immunity in humans is the root cause of its epidemic. People need to get educated about precautions and handling of this deadly disease. There is a need of using both pharmaceutical as well as non-pharmaceutical strategies to decrease its harmful effects. Cloud computing technologies can be efficiently employed to prevent and keep track of this virus strain. Cloud computing provides virtually unlimited storage, web services and processing capabilities so, huge amount of virus related data can be linked through social networking and other health aided cloud web services. Moreover, using cloud computing for healthcare support services enables an individual to manage their own health status more effectively. Vital statics of whole country regarding the epidemic at different level of abstraction can be accessed with high accuracy. Thus, cloud computing can effectively improvised the detection of H1N1 virus at its initial stages. The objectives of the study conducted in this paper is to provide feedback about the individual health condition, design effective information sharing mechanism and real-time representation of the current status of the epidemic. The designed system keeps track of the current status of this pandemic and stores all the records for later use as well. The main contribution of this work is the categorization of patients into different categories, continuous monitoring of infected patients and identifying the probability of each user in spreading or receiving the infection by analyzing his/her relationship with infected patients.

To achieve above said objectives in this paper, a real-time H1N1 monitoring and diagnosis system with large scale data processing and analysis capabilities is proposed using cloud computing. It initially screens H1N1 virus infected patients using random decision tree into five categories based on their respective symptoms. Based on these categories, various control measures are suggested and patients are monitored regularly using a personalized monitoring routine. For every user, Outbreak Role Index (ORI) is calculated which represents his/her future probability in spreading or receiving the infection. Apart from ORI, several other outbreak metrics such as centrality, cluster coefficient, edge embeddeness are also computed using Social Network Analysis. Continuous alerts in case of health threatening conditions are generated and are sent to respective patients. Information and suggestions based upon the respective H1N1 category of user are also provided. The querying capability of this system allows users to intuitively retrieve personalized information. The aim of this paper is to provide a blueprint of the plan to be exercised during this deadly pandemic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section [2](#sec0010){ref-type="sec"} discuss the related work about H1N1 virus infection and cloud computing in the field of Bioinformatics. Section [3](#sec0030){ref-type="sec"} proposes architecture to monitor, investigate and detect H1N1 virus infection in detail. Section [4](#sec0060){ref-type="sec"} provides experimental results and its discussion. Section [5](#sec0080){ref-type="sec"} concludes the paper.

2. Related work {#sec0010}
===============

Related work is divided into three sections which are Pandemic Influenza A (H1N1) virus infection, ICT and mathematical models in H1N1 outbreak and use of cloud computing in the field of Bioinformatics. First section discusses characteristics, causes, and results of H1N1 outbreaks. Second section provides the use of communication and mathematical models in H1N1 infections. Lastly, use of cloud computing in the field of Bioinformatics has been provided.

2.1. Pandemic Influenza A (H1N1) virus infection {#sec0015}
------------------------------------------------

H1N1 outbreak in 2009 effected very large number of population across the world. Many authors studied the cause, effect and precaution measures of the 2009 attack. Dawood et al. [@bib0300] firstly identified H1N1 influenza virus with about 642 confirmed cases on 15th April 2009. They provided its initial symptoms and effects on the human body. Garten et al. [@bib0305] studied antigenic and genetic characteristics of H1N1 virus. Jain et al. [@bib0310] examined the clinical characteristics of patients admitted in April to June 2009 affected with H1N1. Neumann et al. [@bib0315] reviewed the H1N1 emergence in 2009 and its potential to spread again if not properly controlled. CDC\'s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) [@bib0320] also submitted their recommendations on vaccination for H1N1 influenza virus in 2009. As the vaccination of H1N1 is highly recommended for pregnant ladies to prevent infants from infection, McMillan et al. [@bib0325] reviewed its need and safety concerns for both mother and infant. Takeda et al. [@bib0330] in 2015 studied the effect of latest H1N1 vaccination during pregnancy on both mother and infant. In 2014, WHO [@bib0285] piled up health related data for all of its 194 member countries. Progress made in health related targets and associated goals were included. Annual life expectancy and mortality rates due to improper health were estimated by WHO. Data collected by WHO indicated that there is high neonatal mortality rates in low income countries due to improper health guidance. In 2009, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare Pandemic Influenza A (H1N1) [@bib0335] also published guidelines on categorization of Influenza A (H1N1) virus infection. Based on various physiological signals, patients were screened and categorized into various categories of infection. According to these categories, relevant information and suggestions were also provided.

2.2. ICT and mathematical models in H1N1 epidemic {#sec0020}
-------------------------------------------------

Information and Communication Technologies have been extensively used for prevention and early prediction of this deadly epidemic.

Computer science has been also extensively used for analyzing virus epidemiology and its changes. In 2015, Hu [@bib0340] examined the change in interdependence of Hemagglutinin and Neuraminidase in H1N1 virus using time series analysis from the data of 2009--2013. In 2014, Kim et al. [@bib0345] compared the H1N1, H5N1, H5N2 and H7N9 influenza virus using apriori algorithm. In 2013, Dimitrakopoulou et al. [@bib0350] proposed a clustering method known as OLYMPUS for calculating gene expressions. They used data of host response to H1N1 infection for validating the proposed method. In 2013, Bankhead et al. [@bib0355] developed a framework in which critical aspects of viral infection are simulated based on spatial temporal data.

Various decision support systems have been proposed by authors for preventing H1N1 outbreaks. In 2015, Lai et al. [@bib0360] developed a H1N1 pandemic forecasting system based on daily influenza cases and total population in Hong Kong. They used spatial--temporal and stochastic SEIR methods to predict number of cases for next two days. In 2015, Cruz et al. [@bib0365] studied the importance of effective communication system in case of any large scale pandemic. In 2014, Wang et al. [@bib0370] examined the spread of H1N1 in 2009 for the schools of China. They found that most of the infection transmission is within the same grade and cross grade infection transmissions are very few. In 2014, Dias and Arruda [@bib0375] proposed a mathematical based cost optimization model for controlling H1N1 pandemic based on mean of finite difference method. In 2014, Cui et al. [@bib0380] demonstrated the public attention model for epidemics like H1N1 using spatial--temporal patterns. In 2014, Bdeir et al. [@bib0385] discovered some of hidden social networks between different organizations during H1N1 epidemics. They also suggested that relevant and timely exchange of information between different organizations can result in better prevention of epidemics. In 2014, Farah et al. [@bib0390] developed a dynamic epidemic model for H1N1 using a Bayesian based emulator. Emulator took basic epidemic details and time series of all reported infections to design the model. In 2013, Zhong et al. [@bib0395] compared standard as well as modified compartment model of epidemic controlling using H1N1 2009 epidemic data of Arizona state. In 2013, Duan et al. [@bib0400] applied a triple approach known as artificial societies, computational experiments and parallel execution to study and control epidemics. They used the data of H1N1 2009 outbreak in China University and examined the social network, student behavior, population distribution and contact patterns of the virus. In 2012, Yi [@bib0405] proposed an ontology driven approach in searching medical databases for case studies in H1N1 outbreaks. In 2011, Bajardi et al. [@bib0410] studied the impact of travel restriction during H1N1 2009 epidemic. They found that only restricting international travelers will not result in effective control of epidemic. However, inducing local mobility aware factors can result in reduction of infection spread. In 2009, Balcan et al. [@bib0415] modeled the critical demand and supply chain for H1N1 infections antibiotic resources. In 2009, Araz et al. [@bib0420] presented a geospatial--temporal disease model to reduce peak infection rates at any instant of a pandemic outbreak. They investigated that if school children are properly scanned and protected, pandemic influenza infections can be minimized with minimum loss of education. In 2009, Coker [@bib0425] reviewed swine flu as a communicable disease which spreads by travelling, public gatherings and direct contacts. Virus detection methods such as real time reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction, viral culture, rapid antigen tests, immunofluorescent antibody testing were discussed. Case definition, preventions, recommendations, and efforts at global level were also provided. In 2009, Colizza et al. [@bib0430] estimated the H1N1 cases in Mexico City based on a spatially structured epidemic model. In 2009, Sloot et al. [@bib0435] developed a decision support system for coordinating any viral infection spread. It provides different type of functionalities such as personalized drug ranking, spatial, temporal, and social interactions.

Several authors focused on determining the flow of infection and simulating the outbreak using different network tools. In 2010, Balcan et al. [@bib0440] developed a spreading model that can be used for different epidemics based on spatial temporal data. Gonzalez-Parra et al. in 2011 [@bib0445], 2012 [@bib0450], and 2015 [@bib0455] used spatial--temporal data, fractional order model and complex networks in distributed environment respectively for simulating any H1N1 infection outbreak. In 2011, Van den Broeck [@bib0460] studied an effective epidemic modeling and computational tool known as GLEaMViz. It provides different simulating environments as well as visualization tools to effectively represent any epidemic causes and effects. In 2012, Li et al. [@bib0465] used data driven inference algorithms to simulate the H1N1 infection outbreak. In 2012, Cheng et al. [@bib0470] demonstrated H1N1 outbreak simulations using agent based artificial transport method. In 2012, Tizzoni et al. [@bib0475] argued that mathematical based outbreak simulation\'s reliability is under debate. They tested reliability of Monto Carlo maximum likelihood analysis based mathematical approach using 2009 H1N1 epidemic. Results indicated that simulations were successful in predicting the outbreak spread when compared with real life data. In 2012, Zarrabi et al. [@bib0480] proposed a filter-reduction method to study the HIV infection using social interactions and genetic information. In 2014, Duan et al. [@bib0485] studied the spreading velocity of any epidemic based on topology of weighted graph created. In 2014, Mei et al. [@bib0490] studied the effect of individual behavior during any epidemic using fuzzy cognitive map study. They simulated their framework for H1N1 infection and found that infection can be controlled at low level based on decision making of individuals.

2.3. Cloud computing in the field of bioinformatics {#sec0025}
---------------------------------------------------

Cloud computing has useful applications in healthcare and its support services due to its capability of handling varying demands. In 2011, Tsai et al. [@bib0495] designed a cloud based virtual screening services known as IScreen, for scanning patients and drug designs in Taiwan. In 2012, Zhou et al. [@bib0500] reviewed the benefits and characteristics of using cloud computing in bioinformatics. They discussed different service models of cloud computing that can help in bioinformatics field of study. In 2012, Lestrai et al. [@bib0505] developed a cloud based software for early diagnosis of lung diseases. They tested it on influenza and tuberculosis patients and results stated its high reliability. In 2014, Shanahan et al. [@bib0510] proposed a framework which uses R statistical tool on Microsoft Azure cloud for bioinformatics data analysis. In 2015, Kwon et al. used cloud computing for analysis of next generation sequencing. In 2015, Griebel et al. [@bib0515] examined the use of cloud computing in healthcare sector using multiple research articles. These publications were divided in to six separate categories and results are formatted for each category separately. In 2015, Sandhu et al. [@bib0520] developed a cloud based system for predicting and preventing MERS-CoV outbreak using GPS based re-routing.

In 2014, Abbas and Khan [@bib0295] stated cloud computing as a prominent paradigm in healthcare services in addition to other business domains. Cloud computing concatenated with healthcare and its support services reduces management as well as maintenance costs. Certain issues such as continuous availability of e-health data and infrastructure to be used for e-health clouds such as public, private or hybrid were also highlighted. In 2014, Sood and Sandhu [@bib0525] proposed a proactive resource provisioning methodology using two-dimensional resource provisioning matrix. Resources required in the future were predicted using these matrices by the effective use of artificial neural network. Bill calculated by the cloud providers was cross-checked by independent authorities making this model more cost effective and reliable for mobile cloud users. This approach can be useful in handling mobile data traffic of pandemic outbreak entries. In 2014, Wang et al. [@bib0290] proposed a hybrid mobile cloud computing model for medical monitoring, efficient diagnosis, large scale data processing, energy efficiency and execution efficiency. They argued that using their model, patients can manage their own health status in most convenient and affordable manner. In 2014, Xu et al. [@bib0530] furnished a semantic data model in order to store and access ubiquitous Internet of Things (IoT) data. They also developed a system that supports emergency medical services and provides flexibility to the user. This method is useful in a distributed heterogeneous data environment and is beneficial for healthcare support service providers to access large ranges of data sources in the mobile application environment. In 2015, Elsebakshi et al. [@bib0535] proposed a function network based optimization method for large scale medical data.

As represented in the related work, cloud computing can be considered as an influential paradigm to be collaborated with healthcare support services. More ubiquitous data services for efficient monitoring and diagnosis of infections during a pandemic can be efficiently provided using cloud computing. There is a need for a system that can detect the infection in the early stages and provides continuous monitoring during outbreak. Lack of information and availability of proper treatment at the time of the outbreak is a basic challenge in traditional healthcare support systems. Next section proposes architecture for effectively controlling this deadly epidemic by seamless integration of data mining, cloud computing and social network analysis.

3. Proposed architecture {#sec0030}
========================

[Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} shows proposed architecture to effectively detect and monitor H1N1 virus. The data acquisition component is responsible for collecting data of multiple H1N1 and personal attributes. Data can be collected from various sources such as hospitals, individual users, RSS feeds, activity maps and government aided healthcare services. It can also be uploaded to the cloud using web browsers or mobile application. Data is stored in a cloud based repository from where retrieval of data for processing and effective decision making can be efficiently made. Community cloud is preferred for the proposed architecture so that information can be shared securely and effectively among similar groups of agencies who are involved in detecting and controlling the outbreak. Personal details of users are encrypted whereas all other information regarding virus attributes is public. After collecting all the relevant information about the user and parameters related to H1N1 virus, users are classified as infected or uninfected using the classification component. Infected patients are categorized into category A, category B (i), category B (ii) and category C as standard set by WHO [@bib0335]. According to the classified infected category of user, patients are continuously monitored using monitoring component. Patients with a severe category of infection are monitored more frequently than patients with less severe category of infection. An Outbreak Role Index (ORI) is calculated to find the probability of an individual to spread or receive the infection. Different outbreak metrics are computed using SNA approach. These metrics help government agencies to access situation more effectively. Information and suggestion box stores and communicate information about nearest hospitals and government initiated swine flu camps, first aid and alert in case of health threatening conditions using email, messages, RSS feeds, etc. All component\'s algorithm and procedures are discussed in detail ahead.Fig. 1Proposed architecture to detect and monitor H1N1 virus.

3.1. Data acquisition component {#sec0035}
-------------------------------

The data acquisition component is responsible for collecting individual as well as generic data about the outbreak. Each user uploads data related to him/her only. But, generic data from RSS feeds, awareness messages, and flu activity maps can also be collected to further enhance the system capability. Doctors from various hospitals can also upload the information about their patients, their treatment progress and other latest information regarding the H1N1 virus. Whereas doctors are not allowed to upload any personal information of the user such as his/her home address, ethnicity. Data can also be uploaded by government initiated healthcare and support services. Following is the information acquired by system of each user. [Table 1](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"} shows the personal attributes of an individual which has general information about the user. Mobile number of a user will be used to generate a unique patient identification number which will be only used in all future communications.Table 1Personal details of an individual.S. no.DetailsData type1.NameString2.AgeInteger3.GenderString4.Mobile numberInteger5.Family\'s mobile number (multiple)Integer6.AddressString

[Table 2](#tbl0025){ref-type="table"} shows H1N1 related attributes and their respective answers collected from every user. These attributes are classified as primary, secondary, tertiary and High Risk Condition (HRC) symptoms. Primary symptoms are the major symptoms which indicate presence of H1N1 virus infection in any patient. Secondary symptoms may be present in any patient as a consequence of primary symptoms. Tertiary symptoms are red flag signs which demonstrate more worsening conditions for a virus infected patient so that immediate hospitalization and treatment should be instructed. A person with HRC symptoms indicates that he/she can be more prone towards H1N1 virus infection. A person with positive HRC symptoms can be affected more vigorously as compared to persons who do not posses any HRC symptoms.Table 2Symptoms of H1N1 virus.H1N1 virus symptomsPrimary symptomsSecondary symptomsTertiary symptomsHigh risk condition symptomsFeverHigh/Mild/NoDiarrheaYes/NoBreathlessnessYes/NoLung diseaseYes/NoCoughYes/NoHeadacheYes/NoDrowsinessYes/NoHeart diseaseYes/NoSore throatYes/NoBody acheYes/NoChest painYes/NoLiver diseaseYes/NoVomitingYes/NoSputum mixed in bloodYes/NoNeurological disorderYes/NoFall in blood pressureYes/NoKidney disorderYes/NoBluish discoloration of nailsYes/NoBlood disorderYes/NoDiabetesYes/NoHIV/AidsYes/NoCancerYes/NoLong term cortisone therapyYes/NoChronic diseaseYes/No

3.2. Classification component {#sec0040}
-----------------------------

This component classifies the user depending on H1N1 attribute data using random decision tree as uninfected category, category A, category B (i), category B (ii) or category C. Random decision tree was generated using Weka 3.7 [@bib0540].

As shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} generated by Weka 3.7, the user is categorized as infected under category A if he/she has mild fever along with cough or sore throat. Category A infected patients may also show secondary symptoms such as headache, body ache. However, if fever and sore throat are very severe, then the category of infection will be B (i). Category B (ii) includes infected patients showing HRC symptoms along with symptoms of category B (i). Category C of infection shows tertiary symptoms along with all the symptoms covered under category A, category B (i) and category B (ii). The user is uninfected if he/she does not satisfies above-mentioned conditions. Categorization is done under the guidance of WHO [@bib0335].Fig. 2Categorization using decision tree.

3.3. Continuous monitoring of H1N1 virus infected users {#sec0045}
-------------------------------------------------------

Continuous monitoring refers to regularly examine the treatment and symptoms of individual users, so that appropriate progress report of each patient can be maintained in the system. According to infected categories of patient as classified by random decision tree, monitoring is done for different period of times. [Table 3](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"} shows monitoring interval of infected patients. However, monitoring interval can also be changed by consulting a specialized doctor.Table 3Monitoring interval of infected patients.CategoryMonitoring intervalCategory A24--48 hCategory B (i)12 hCategory B (ii)10 hCategory C6 h

The process of continuous monitoring and examining is repeated until the patient is categorized as uninfected. Continuous alerts and notifications generated for an infected user are sent on his/her mobile phones. In case any user is under the age of 18, notifications are also sent to his/her registered guardian. Alerts are also sent to nearest hospitals and government aided health care services about the infected patient\'s condition and progress report.

Progress report of the patient is also uploaded regularly by doctors and healthcare agencies under the unique Patient Identity Number (PIN) provided by the system. User can also ask a query or enter symptoms after regular intervals. Decision tree will again predict category of the patient referred as Outcome of Decision Tree (ODT) as shown in Algorithm 1. If there is no change in previous and current category of the infection, same routine will be followed, but if the category is changed, i.e. either improved or worsen then database corresponding to that patient is immediately updated, sudden checkup is required to change the treatment and monitoring process is also updated. Alerts are sent according to the new category of infection to individual and respective doctor.Algorithm 1. Rechecking symptoms and category of the patient**Input**: PIN and symptoms;\
**Output**: Revised category of infection.\
**begin**\
login using PIN;\
Record symptoms as per desired date;\
Use decision tree to predict new category based on updated symptoms;\
**if** new category = previous category **do**\
 provide next monitoring date;\
 save database;\
**else**\
 update monitoring interval;\
 update category of the patient;\
 alert doctor and fix an appointment;\
 provide next monitoring date to patient;\
**end if**

3.4. Outbreak prevention {#sec0050}
------------------------

In the previous sections, proposed architecture worked at the individual level. In this section, spreading of infection and its prevention measures are addressed at a higher level of abstraction. Outbreak prevention is an effort to represent H1N1 outbreak, current state and flow so that it can be stopped from being spread further.

A Social Network Analysis (SNA) graph is proposed which represents each individual as a node and edges are formed between users who are in contact with each other. Using this technique, the infected patients and their connections with other infected or uninfected user can be depicted effectively. SNA based outbreak prevention and its different metrics are explained in detail in Section [4](#sec0060){ref-type="sec"}.

3.5. Information and suggestion box {#sec0055}
-----------------------------------

Information and suggestion box is a component which is used to deliver the latest information and suggestions about H1N1 virus infection. Information and suggestions can be sent to individual as SMS or e-mail address. [Table 4](#tbl0035){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"} show various suggestions for uninfected and infected users respectively. Suggestions are provided according to the guidelines provided by WHO [@bib0335]. Various governments aided healthcare services, indulged in prevention of the outbreak can suggest latest information regarding pandemic, latest treatment methodologies and highly affected geographical area, etc. Comments and questions can also be queried by the user from this component which can be used to conduct complete user satisfaction survey.Table 4Suggestions for uninfected users.S. no.Suggestions1.Avoid contact with infected people2.Take vaccines and antiviral drugs, they do not cure the flu, but help you to get rid of morbidity and mortality3.Four antiviral drugs are approved, oseltamivir, zanamivir, amantadine, rimantadine4.If you are developing symptoms indicating flu, isolation must be provided from other people of the family, public transport and work places5.Cover mouth and nose while sneeze and cough with tissue and bin the tissue after one use6.Wash hands frequently with soap and hot water or use alcohol-based hand sanitizer7.Keep yourself up to date with the latest information on television, internet, newspapers and radios that how fast flu is spreading and how you can protect yourself and your family from the flu, what precautions and treatment to be taken.Table 5Suggestions for infected users.S. no.Category A infectionCategory B infectionCategory C infection1.Patient should be treated only for symptoms and no other treatment is required.Oseltamivir treatment should be given.Immediate consultation of doctor, treatment and hospitalization is required.2.No test for the confirmation of H1N1 virus is required.Confirmation test for H1N1 virus is not required.3.Isolation is required from uninfected and HRC members.Isolation is required from uninfected and HRC members.4.Patient should be reconsidered by a doctor after 24--48 h.

4. SNA based H1N1 outbreak prevention {#sec0060}
=====================================

SNA uses many network techniques to analyze large and complex social networks for example Facebook or political views of citizens [@bib0545]. SNA provides various tools and techniques to analyze and extract results from complex graphs. In the proposed architecture, identifying H1N1 patients is important, but more important is to prevent the spreading of the H1N1 outbreak. A clear indication of H1N1 outbreak range and patients interlinking will help government and healthcare agencies to stop the outbreak at the lowest possible level. It will also provide particular areas and individuals to focus for government healthcare agencies.

4.1. Creating global SNA graph {#sec0065}
------------------------------

Tools and techniques provided by SNA are useful if a social network graph has been created efficiently. Social network graph created for representing H1N1 outbreak in proposed architecture is known as a global SNA graph. Once a user is screened as infected by the classification component, he/she and his/her mobile list contacts are added to the global SNA graph. Algorithm 2 provides step-by-step computations for creating an effective global SNA graph.

Using Algorithm 2, a global SNA graph will be created and regularly updated with time. Many important conclusions can be made from this graph which will help government health agencies to control the H1N1 outbreak. [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the coloring scheme of nodes used for different categories, while creating global SNA graphs.Algorithm 2. Creating global SNA graph**Input**: Infected User and Mobile_Contact\[*N*\];\
**Output**: New or updated global SNA graph\
**Begin**\
Get the category of user;\
If user is categories as infected **do**\
 Identify the category of infection;\
 Create a new node at the residence address of the user with color same as his/her category;\
 Scan mobile contact list of the user;\
 **for***i* = 0 to *N* − 1 **do**\
  **if** Mobile_Contact\[*i*\] is already in the graph **do**\
   Create a new edge between Mobile_Contact\[*i*\] and user;\
  **Else**\
   Create a new node with Mobile_Contact\[*i*\];\
   Create edge between Mobile_Contact\[*i*\] and user;\
  **end if**\
 **end for**\
**end if** Fig. 3Coloring scheme for representing different categories in the global SNA graph.

4.2. Outbreak Role Index {#sec0070}
------------------------

In the proposed architecture, an index known as Outbreak Role Index (ORI) is proposed which calculates the probability of any user to receive or spread the infection. ORI is calculated from the global SNA graph. ORI states the ratio of the number of infected people in contact with user to the total number of mobile contact list users. ORI of *i*th user can be stated as$$\text{ORI}_{i} = \frac{\#\text{infected}\text{ \,\,}\text{people}\text{ \,\,}\text{in}\text{ \,\,}\text{contact}\text{ \,\,}\text{with}\text{ \,\,}\text{patient}}{\text{Total}\text{ \,\,}\text{number}\text{ \,\,}\text{of}\text{ \,\,}\text{people}\text{ \,\,}\text{in}\text{ \,\,}\text{contact}\text{ \,\,}\text{with}\text{ \,\,}\text{patient}}$$ $$\text{ORI}_{i} = \frac{N - \text{Edges}\text{ \,\,}\text{with}\text{ \,\,}\text{Green}\text{ \,\,}\text{Nodes}}{N}$$where N is total number of the edges of *i*th node.

Two types of user which will require special attention of healthcare agencies are:•If the user is infected and his/her ORI is low, it means people in contact with this particular user are not infected so this user posses high probability of spreading the infection. These types of users should be quarantined as early as possible. Further, this type of user is represented as Spreading User (SU).•If the user is uninfected and his/her ORI is high. It means persons in contact with this particular user are almost infected with H1N1. This posse\'s very high risk of particular user to get infected. Appropriate risk measures and alerts should be sent to these types of users. Further, this type of user is referred as Getting User (GU).

4.3. Outbreak metrics {#sec0075}
---------------------

Some of the important definitions and outputs that can be drawn from the global SNA graph are discussed in this section.

Centrality of any node in the global SNA graph is very effective metric to represent the level of involvement of any user in spreading the outbreak. High centralized infected users will have a high probability of spreading the outbreak.Definition 1Centrality of any userCentrality will represent the number of connections each user has on the global SNA graph. For any global SNA graph *G*  = (*V*, *E*), let *x*\* user has the highest centrality. Then centrality of graph G can be computed as$$C(G) = \frac{\sum_{i = 1}^{V}{\lbrack C(x^{*}) - C(x_{i})\rbrack}}{(N - 1)(N - 2)}$$where *N* is the total number of users. Definition 2Closeness with infected userSometimes the user is not in direct contact with the H1N1 infected user, but knows another user who is in direct contact with H1N1 infected users. The closeness will study this relationship and will derive any user\'s shortest distance from infected and uninfected users. Closeness of any *i*th user with infected and uninfected patients can be calculated as$$\mathit{Closenes}\mathit{s}_{i}(\mathit{Infected}) = \frac{\sum_{t \in V/u}{d_{G}(i,t)}}{N - 1}$$and$$\mathit{Closenes}\mathit{s}_{i}(\mathit{Uninfected}) = \frac{\sum_{t \in u}{d_{G}(i,t)}}{N - 1}$$where *d* ~*G*~(*i*, *t*) is the shortest distance between user *i* and *t*, *u* are the uninfected users, *V* is the set of all users and *N* is the total number of users in the global SNA graph. Definition 3Relative score of each userThe relative score of a user will help to identify critical users from the global SNA graph. Appropriate alerts can be generated based on this score value. Relative score *S* ~*i*~ of any user *i* can be computed as$$S_{i} = \frac{1}{\lambda}\sum\limits_{j \in V{(i)}}S_{j} = \frac{1}{\lambda}\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{A_{ij}*S_{j}}$$where *λ* is the eigen constant, *A* ~*ij*~ is the adjacency matrix and *V*(*i*) is the set of nodes which are connected to *i*th node. A user with high score should be quarantined as early as possible. Definition 4Chance of forming clustersFinding the probability for the formation of clusters of H1N1 infected patients in any region is of high importance. It will help the government agencies to seize that area and eliminate all kinds of travel from that region. Cluster Coefficient (*CC*) value is used in the proposed architecture to identify the probability of cluster formation. Global value of *CC* can be computed as$$CC(\mathit{Global}) = \frac{3*\,\#\mathit{triangles}}{\#\mathit{Connected}\text{ \,\,}\mathit{Tripets}}$$*CC* can be calculated for the individual user as follows:$$CC_{i} = \frac{\#\mathit{connection}\,\mathit{between}\text{ \,\,}\mathit{neighbor}\text{ \,\,}\mathit{users}}{N_{i}*(N_{i} - 1)/2}$$where *N* ~*i*~ the number of neighbor node is *i*th user has. *CC* of whole graph can be computed by the summation of all individual *CC* as follows:$$CC(\mathit{Whole}\text{ \,\,}\mathit{Graph}) = \frac{1}{N}\sum\limits_{i}{CC_{i}}$$where *N* is the total number of users. Edge embeddeness represents the level of connection between neighbor of any user. Edge embeddeness can be computed as follows:$$EE_{ij} = \frac{\#\mathit{user}\text{ \,\,}\mathit{neighbor}\text{ \,\,}\mathit{of}\text{ \,\,}i\text{ \,\,}\mathit{and}\text{ \,\,}j}{\#\mathit{user}\text{ \,\,}\mathit{neighbor}\text{ \,\,}\mathit{of}\text{ \,\,}\mathit{atleat}\text{ \,\,}i\text{ \,\,}or\text{ \,\,}j}$$Greater the value of *EE* ~*ij*~ higher the chance of the cluster formation so, high probability of the spreading of the H1N1 outbreak.

5. Experiment setup and performance analysis {#sec0080}
============================================

After depth search on the internet and email correspondence with some of the doctors involved with H1N1 flu, we were not able to receive any H1N1 flu infection database based on symptoms of patients to test our proposed architecture. For experimental setup and performance analysis of the proposed architecture, synthetic data are generated in conjunction with Dr. Pankaj Sood. To test the proposed architecture effectively, experimental section is divided into four main components which are•Creation of synthetic data for H1N1.•Training and testing of synthetic data using random decision tree.•Performance analysis of proposed model on Amazon EC2 cloud.•Outbreak metrics using SNA.

5.1. Creation of synthetic H1N1 data {#sec0085}
------------------------------------

Non-availability of symptoms based dataset for H1N1 flu forced us to create synthetic data for appropriate evaluation of the proposed architecture. Synthetic data is generated very systematically so that no possible case has been left out and all possible scenarios are listed. [Table 6](#tbl0045){ref-type="table"} shows the probabilities of each H1N1 virus symptoms to be present in any new generated case while creating synthetic dataset for H1N1. Step used to create dataset are listed in Algorithm 3 and graphically explained in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} . The main objective of probability based case generation is to form all high probability cases based on each symptom\'s individual probability. Probabilities assigned in [Table 6](#tbl0045){ref-type="table"} are used for testing of the proposed architecture with consultation by Dr. Pankaj Sood. However, if required or based on the situation in hand, these values can be changed.Algorithm 3. Creation of synthetic H1N1 dataset**Input**: Different H1N1 symptoms, Number of distinct cases required\
**Output**: Dataset\
**Begin**\
**While** (generated cases less than total required cases)\
 Assign values to primary symptoms based on probability in [Table 6](#tbl0045){ref-type="table"};\
 Assign values to secondary symptoms based on probability in [Table 6](#tbl0045){ref-type="table"};\
 Assign values to tertiary symptoms based on probability in [Table 6](#tbl0045){ref-type="table"};\
 Assign values to high risk condition symptoms based on probability in [Table 6](#tbl0045){ref-type="table"};\
 Create a new case by combining all symptoms values;\
 **if** New case is already present **do**\
  discard the new case;\
 **else**\
  Add the new case;\
  Increase the value of generated cases by one;\
 **end if**\
**do** Table 6Probabilities set for H1N1 virus symptoms to be Yes.Probability of H1N1 virus symptoms to be YesPrimary symptomsSecondary symptomsTertiary symptomsHigh risk condition symptomsFever0.16Diarrhea0.12Breathlessness0.06Lung disease0.01Cough0.17Headache0.15Drowsiness0.08Heart disease0.02Sore throat0.17Body ache0.15Chest pain0.05Liver disease0.01No symptoms0.50Vomiting0.08Sputum mixed in blood0.04Neurological disorder0.01No symptom0.50Fall in blood pressure0.04Kidney disorder0.01Bluish discoloration of nails0.03Blood disorder0.02No symptoms0.70Diabetes0.06HIV/Aids0.03Cancer0.01Long term cortisone therapy0.01Chronic disease0.01No symptoms0.80Fig. 4Steps involved in creation of synthetic H1N1 dataset based on symptoms.

Algorithm 3 has been executed for creating 5000 cases of H1N1 virus. Out of these 5000 cases, high probability 200 cases have been used to train random decision tree in Weka 3.7 [@bib0540] on Amazon EC2 cloud instance. Accuracy of created random decision tree is tested on 5000 cases which is explained in detail in Section [5.2](#sec0090){ref-type="sec"}.

5.2. Training and testing of decision tree {#sec0090}
------------------------------------------

Top 200 high probability cases are used to train the random decision tree in Weka 3.7 with minNum, minVarianceProp and seed equal to 1.0, 0.001 and 1 respectively. Randon tree created is shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}.

Various statistical values of the model tested in Weka 3.7 are shown in [Table 7](#tbl0050){ref-type="table"}, [Table 8](#tbl0055){ref-type="table"}, [Table 9](#tbl0060){ref-type="table"} . Decision tree classifies the users with an accuracy of 94%. The detailed accuracy of each class parameter as classified by decision tree is also listed in [Table 7](#tbl0050){ref-type="table"}.Table 7Detailed Accuracy by Class for Random Decision Tree in Weka 3.7.TP rateFP ratePrecisionRecallF-MeasureMCCROC areaClass1.0000.0001.0001.0001.0001.0001.000Uninfected0.9380.0610.8950.9230.9060.8350.885Category A0.7950.2040.7410.7760.7690.7720.787Category B (i)0.9940.0050.9210.9510.9370.8720.906Category B (ii)0.9960.0030.9400.9770.9510.9000.928Category C  Weighted avg.0.9440.0540.8990.9250.9120.8750.901Table 8Summary of 10-fold cross-validation of random decision tree in Weka 3.7.Correctly classified instances47,153 (94%)Incorrectly classified instances2847 (6%)Kappa statistic0.81Mean absolute error0.0621Root mean squared error0.2491Relative absolute error13%Root relative squared error50.3241%Coverage of cases (0.95 level)93%Mean rel. region size (0.95 level)34.3581%Total number of instances50,000Table 9Confusion matrix of random decision tree in Weka 3.7.Classified categoryUnAB (i)B (ii)C23,7320000UnActual category011,64175800A00804020700B (i)004308913B (ii)0002650C

True Positive (TP) rate, also known as sensitivity and False Positive (FP) rate, also known as specificity are statistical measure to rate quality of any classification algorithm. TP rate defines the percentage of categories of H1N1 instances which classification algorithm classifies correctly. FP rate defines the percentage of categories of H1N1 instances which classification algorithm classifies wrongly. A classification algorithm with high TP rate and low FP rate is desirable. The random decision tree provides a high TP rate that is 0.944 and the low FP rate that is 0.054.

Precision and recall provides the relevancy of the classified instances. Higher the value of precision and recall, better will be classification because only relevant instances will be classified. Proposed algorithm provides very high precision and recall rate values which are 0.899 and 0.925 respectively. F-Measure is a statistical value for classification accuracy which lies between 0 and 1. Algorithm with high F-Measure value will be more accurate and our random decision tree provides F-Measure of 0.912. The high value of ROC area represents the accuracy of the proposed algorithm. With the level of accuracy conceived in above listed statistical terms, it justifies the use of random decision tree for the proposed architecture.

5.3. Performance analysis of Amazon EC2 {#sec0095}
---------------------------------------

Application for predicting the category of user depending on his/her symptoms is proposed to host on a cloud so that services are provided without any interruption. User can add the symptoms, change the symptoms, delete the symptoms or search for similar cases in the proposed architecture. The system should provide the desired level of Quality of Service (QoS) to end user while performing these operations. To test this performance of proposed architecture, synthetic generated H1N1 flu cases are stored over shared cloud storage provided by Amazon EC2 [@bib0550]. General purpose xlarge [@bib0550] clusters are used to set up application over the cloud. It can be accessed by multiple end users such as doctors, users, healthcare departments and government agencies. Maximum number of cases used to test the performance levels are 50,000. Each data access request is amplified to hundred times by using a JavaScript coded in the application frontend. Total requests to the H1N1 flu database were divided at 40% of search, 35% of update, 15% of insert and 10% of deleting. Initially the system was started with 200 requests, then after each 5-min request to system was increased by 200 and system performance was studied for a total experiment time of 60 min.

[Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}(a) shows resource utilization of the proposed architecture for different number of users. The system achieves saturation very fast when numbers of users are 16,000 because larger the database more resources will be required to perform any transaction. Similarly, change in response time is also studies for the system, shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}(b). A system with less number of users provides low response time because there are fewer entries in the database to perform any operation.Fig. 5Cloud system performance for proposed architecture: (a) resource utilization of system, (b) response time of system.

Classification algorithm performance is also verified on the Amazon cloud. One of the vital tasks of the proposed architecture is the classification of users into infected and uninfected, so it requires a high performance level. Some important performance measures related to random decision tree classification algorithm are shown in [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"} . [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"} (a) shows the accuracy of the classification algorithm. Accuracy of classification algorithm is the percentage of correct classification of uninfected and infected users in their respective category. Random decision tree starts with an accuracy rate of 80%, but as time passes its accuracy increases due to large user dataset. [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}(b) shows the average time took by system for initial analysis. Large user dataset requires more time for initial analysis as depicted in the graph. It is because the system needs more time to compare its prediction with actual H1N1 case result of large user dataset. [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}(c) shows the effectiveness of the system for identifying H1N1 infected patients. Total number of users it predicted as infected are very large as compared to traditional methods. It also shows the total number of lives saved by the system because these users are diagnosed in early stages.Fig. 6Performance analysis of classification tool over the Amazon cloud: (a) accuracy of classification, (b) classification time, (c) total infected users classified correctly.

5.4. SNA based outbreak prevention {#sec0100}
----------------------------------

Growth model is simulated in NetLogo 5.6 [@bib0555] for simulation of outbreak prevention using SNA techniques. To analyze the system for a large number of agents, synthetic data is generated for 2 million users. Every user acts as agent in Netlogo simulations. H1N1 cases generated in Section [5.1](#sec0085){ref-type="sec"} are now mapped with demographic and geographic data of 2 million of users. Census data of 2 million users [@bib0560] is mapped systematically with generated H1N1 cases to create global SNA graph as shown in [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"} ([Table 6](#tbl0045){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 7Generation of 2 millions of H1N1 cases using census data.

Each time a new user is registered with the system, the system will automatically assign another 50 users as his/her mobile contacts. These 50 mobile contact list users will be chosen randomly from the census data of 2 million users. The generated global SNA graph is evaluated on different parameters. Different parameters used for representing outbreak are listed in [Table 9](#tbl0060){ref-type="table"}.

[Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"} ([Table 10](#tbl0065){ref-type="table"}) shows different outbreak metrics generated from the global SNA graph created using synthetic dataset. [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}(a) shows the increase in number of nodes in global SNA graph after each tick of Netlogo. Increase in size of the global SNA graph follows an exponential trend as shown by the trend line in [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}(a). A giant component of the global SNA graph follows the trend of number of nodes and follow an exponential trend as depicted in [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}(b). The overall centrality of the graph remains same around 50 in all ticks as shown in [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}(c). This is because linking 50 users from pool of ∼300 thousand users will not affect the overall centrality of the global SNA graph. Closeness of infected user is higher than uninfected users as shown in [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}(d) and (e) because system has more uninfected user than infected user. [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}(f) provides the cluster coefficient of the global SNA graph. SNA act as very useful tool to analyze level of outbreak using multiple parameters. Experiment results indicated its suitability in the proposed architecture.Fig. 8Different outbreak metrics generated using SNA: (a) total size of global SNA graph, (b) size of giant component of global SNA graph, (c) centrality of global SNA graph, (d) closeness of infected users, (e) closeness of uninfected users, (f) cluster coefficient of global SNA graph.Table 10Outbreak metrics computed from simulations.FunctionDescription*num-nodes*Total number of nodes in global SNA graph, i.e. total number of users to scan.*giant-component-size*Size of highly connected component.*ORI*The Outbreak Role Index is provided for each node and it is kept updated with each tick.*Centrality*The centrality value of whole graph is computed after each tick.*Closeness(infected)*The shortest distance from infected user is calculated if node is itself uninfected with each tick.*Closeness(uninfected)*The shortest distance from uninfected user is calculated if node is itself infected with each tick.*Score*The relative score of each node is also computed with each tick.*Cluster coefficient*The probability of forming a cluster is generated with each tick.*Edge embeddeness*This value is also computed to know the chances of forming the clusters.

6. Conclusion {#sec0105}
=============

Easily transmitted diseases are one of the major concerns of any nation\'s government and healthcare departments. With the increase in information technologies, it is possible to control many infections in most effective and efficient way. In this paper, architecture is proposed for predicting and preventing an airborne H1N1 flu using cloud computing and Social Network Analysis (SNA). The random decision tree is used to classify users and cloud computing is used for effective information analysis and sharing. The key point of the paper is the use of SNA methods to represent each H1N1 flu infected users on a global SNA graph to show user\'s dependencies. Proposed system is implemented on Amazon EC2 cloud which provides 94% accuracy in classification and around 81% cloud resource utilization. It will help uninfected citizens avoid regional exposure and government agencies to address the problem more effectively. Future work will include secure transmission of information among different entities of the proposed architecture. We will also extend the proposed architecture for more generic diseases such as Hypertension, Diabetics and Cancer.
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